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GBDT(Gradient Boosting Decision Tree) is one of the most widely used 
supervised machine learning algorithms with superior performance. As its name 
shows, GBDT is a combination of Gradient Boosting and Decision Tree. It is proved 
practical effectiveness and is widely used in many applications, e.g. learning to rank 
and click through rate prediction.With the popularity of WEB2.0, more data are 
generated, and more data can be get. More data will have more performance gain in 
most machine learning algorithms. So it is necessary to use big data to learn the 
machine learning models. However, big data will bring challenges to GBDT. Firstly, 
GBDT is a centralized algorithm, which needs to hold all data in the memories. When 
data is big, single machine cannot hold all data. Secondly, the learning speed of 
GBDT is relative to the size of data. So when data is big, it will learn very slowly. As 
a result, it is necessary to parallel the learning of GBDT to meet the needs of big data. 
This dissertation focus on the parallel learning algorithms for GBDT, and wants 
to solve the problemswith big data. First, this dissertation gives a detailed introduction 
for GBDT algorithm. Then,this dissertation has a survey on existing parallel learning 
algorithms for GBDT, which have three major categories: Leaf parallelization, 
Feature parallelization and Data parallelization. Then this dissertation has a detailed 
analysis for these algorithms, and finds all of these algorithms cannot perform well 
with big data: Leaf parallelization suffers from memory limitation and communication 
overhead; Feature parallelization cannot parallel the whole learning procedure; Data 
parallelization suffers from communication overhead.Based on this, this dissertation 
proposed an optimized parallel learning algorithm for GBDT, called Voting Based 
Data Parallel Algorithm, which makes use of big data, reducing communication cost 
by voting of features. And this dissertation also gives experiments’ results on big data 
set. These results indicate this algorithm can significantly outperform existing parallel 
algorithms in the trade-off between accuracy and efficiency. 
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1.1.2 GBDT 简介及发展前景 
GBDT(Gradient Boosting Decision Tree) 是一个应用广泛，效果好的监督式机







































































本文所研究的是有关 GBDT 的并行算法。GBDT 是一个在业界被广泛使用
的机器学习模型，对它的并行化可以提高学习速度。并且有了并行算法之后，
GBDT 可以被用来学习更多的数据，从而得到更大的效果提升。但 GBDT 本身
学习速度就比较慢，而且是个中心化算法，需要把所有数据都加载在内存中才能
学习。因此对 GBDT 的并行算法研究具有很大的价值和挑战。 
1.1.4 本文主要研究方向和目标 
本文主要研究 GBDT 的并行算法，解决在大数据场景下 GBDT 学习算法会遇到
的各种问题。本文会先介绍 GBDT 算法和现有的 GBDT 并行算法，并分析它们
的优缺点。然后基于分析的结论，对 GBDT 并行算法进行优化，提出更高效的
并行算法，并通过实验对比本文提出的算法和现有的并行算法的。本文的目标是








第一章介绍研究 GBDT 的背景和意义，同时强调了 GBDT 并行的必要性。 
第二章简要介绍了监督式机器学习的要素，并定义了本文需要用到的符号。 
第三章介绍并详细描述了决策树学习算法。 
第四章介绍并详细描述了 Boosting 框架和 GBDT 算法，并介绍了现有的
GBDT 并行算法并分析他们的优缺点。 
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